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CNR: GANG02-001289-2022 

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST 

CLASS AT PANAJI, GOA.   
(Before Mr. Shahir S. Issani, J.M.F.C., ‘C’ Court, Panaji.) 

 

                       Bail Application No.93/2022/C 

Sonia Doohan, 

Daughter of late Shri Sanshar Singh, 

aged 30 years, resident of 

VPO Petwar, District Hisar, 

Tehsil Narnanund – 122053 

Haryana – India      ...  Applicant 

Versus 

1. The Police Inspector 

Officer-in-Charge of 

Panaji Police Station, 

Panaji – Goa.  

 
 

2. The Public Prosecutor 

Panaji – Goa.      ...  Respondents 
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Advocate Mr. R. Rawal present for Applicant. 

LPSI Sapna Gawas present in person. 

O R D E R 

(Delivered on 3rd July, 2022) 

 This order shall dispose off the present application for bail. 

2. It is the case of the Applicant that she has been arrested by 

the Respondent no.1 on 02-07-2022 in Crime no.116/2022 for 

offences punishable under sections 419 and 420 read with section 

34 of the Indian Penal Code. It is submitted that Applicant is 

innocent and has been falsely implicated in the matter. There is no 

investigation to be conducted with the Applicant. Applicant has no 

criminal antecedents and is ready and willing to abide by the 

conditions which the Court may impose and is also willing to 

cooperate with the investigation. It is thus prayed that the Applicant 

be enlarged on bail.    

3. Say of Investigating Officer was called for. The I.O. has filed 

say and submitted that the crime committed by the Applicant is 

very serious in nature and sufficient time is required to collect 

more evidence. It is stated that the Applicant has political 

background and if he released on bail it is likely that she will 

threaten the witnesses and abscond. It is also stated that 

antecedents of the Applicant are yet to be verified and her identity 

is yet to be established.  

4. I have perused the record and heard learned Advocate Mr. 
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Rawal for the Applicant and the I.O. who is present in person. 

5. The principles regarding granting of bail are well-settled. In 

Sanjay Chandra v. CBI, AIR 2012 SC 830, the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court has held as under: 

 “14. In bail applications, generally, it has been laid 

down from the earliest times that the object of bail is to 

secure the appearance of the accused person at his trial 

by reasonable amount of bail. The object of bail is 

neither punitive nor preventative. Deprivation of liberty 

must be considered a punishment, unless it can be 

required to ensure that an accused person will stand his 

trial when called upon. The courts owe more than verbal 

respect to the principle that punishment begins after 

conviction, and that every man is deemed to be innocent 

until duly tried and duly found guilty. From the earliest 

times, it was appreciated that detention in custody 

pending completion of trial could be a cause of great 

hardship. From time to time, necessity demands that 

some un-convicted persons should be held in custody 

pending trial to secure their attendance at the trial but in 

such cases, 'necessity' is the operative test. In this 

country, it would be quite contrary to the concept of 

personal liberty enshrined in the Constitution that any 

person should be punished in respect of any matter, upon 

which, he has not been convicted or that in any 

circumstances, he should be deprived of his liberty upon 

only the belief that he will tamper with the witnesses if 

left at liberty, save in the most extraordinary 

circumstances. Apart from the question of prevention 

being the object of a refusal of bail, one must not lose 

sight of the fact that any imprisonment before conviction 

has a substantial punitive content and it would be 

improper for any Court to refuse bail as a mark of 

disapproval of former conduct whether the accused has 
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been convicted for it or not or to refuse bail to an un-

convicted person for the purpose of giving him a taste of 

imprisonment as a lesson. 

25. ….The grant or refusal to grant bail lies within the 

discretion of the Court. The grant or denial is regulated, 

to a large extent, by the facts and circumstances of each 

particular case. But at the same time, right to bail is not 

to be denied merely because of the sentiments of the 

community against the accused. The primary purposes of 

bail in a criminal case are to relieve the accused of 

imprisonment, to relieve the State of the burden of 

keeping him, pending the trial, and at the same time, to 

keep the accused constructively in the custody of the 

Court, whether before or after conviction, to assure that 

he will submit to the jurisdiction of the Court and be in 

attendance thereon whenever his presence is required.” 

6. Further, in the case of State of Rajasthan v. Balchand, (1977) 

4 SCC 308, the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed as follows:  

 “2. The basic rule may perhaps be tersely put as bail, 

not jail, except where there are circumstances suggestive 

of fleeing from justice or thwarting the course of justice 

or creating other troubles in the shape of repeating 

offences or intimidating witnesses and the like, by the 

Petitioner who seeks enlargement on bail from the Court. 

We do not intend to be exhaustive but only illustrative.” 

7. Coming now to the case at hand, the Applicant is charged for 

the offences punishable under sections 419 and 420 of the IPC. The 

allegation is that the Applicant is attached to the student’s wing of a 

political party and she checked into the resort with her accomplice 

by producing a fake identity proof and thereby committed the 

offence of cheating by impersonation. It is also alleged that the 
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MLAs of some other political party were lodged in the same resort 

and a list of MLAs was found in possession of the Applicant. It is 

submitted that the Applicant had some mala fide intention of 

harming the MLAs of the rival party at the behest of her own party. 

8. The offence under section 419 of the IPC is bailable in 

nature. Further, even if the allegations are accepted on their face 

value, ex facie, the offence of cheating as defined under section 

415 of the IPC is not made out.  

9. Even otherwise, it is not the case of the I.O. that there is any 

evidence to be collected at the instance of the Applicant. The bail 

application is opposed on vague grounds such as that Applicant the 

Applicant has political background and she may threaten the 

witnesses and abscond. It is also stated that the address and the 

antecedents of the Applicant are yet to be verified and her identity 

has to be established. Such vague pleas cannot be the ground for 

rejecting the bail application.  

10. The apprehensions that the Applicant may abscond etc. can 

be taken care of by putting the Applicant to terms. It is also 

needless to say that if the Investigation Officer does require the 

presence of the Applicant for verification of any facts, it is always 

open for the Investigating Officer to require the Applicant to 

remain present.  

11. Therefore, considering that further custodial detention of the 
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Applicant is unnecessary and the Applicant has offered to furnish 

bail to the satisfaction of the Court and has also undertaken to 

abide by the conditions imposed by the Court, I allow the 

application and order the following: - 

1) Application is allowed. The Applicant is enlarged on bail in 

Panaji P.S. Crime no.116/2022 subject to the following 

conditions: 

a) Applicant shall furnish a personal bond of Rs.20,000/- 

(Rupees Twenty Thousand only) and one surety of the like 

amount to the satisfaction of the I.O., 

b) Applicant shall report to the I.O. initially for a period of 4 

days from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and thereafter as and 

when directed by the I.O. until the final report is filed, 

c) Applicant shall not leave the State of Goa without giving 

prior intimation to the I.O., 

d) Applicant shall furnish to the I.O. her detailed permanent 

address and local address supported with proof and contact 

numbers, 

e) Applicant shall not either directly or indirectly make any 

inducement, threat or promise to any person acquainted with 

the facts of this case so as to dissuade him/her from 

disclosing such facts to the Court or to any police officer or 

any other authority, 
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f) Applicant shall not tamper with the evidence in any manner, 

g) Applicant shall co-operate with the investigation. 

2) Applicant shall be released upon fulfilling conditions at 1 (a) 

and (d) above. Issue necessary letter to the Officer-in-charge 

of Panaji Police Station accordingly.  

3) It is made clear that Applicant shall be set at liberty only if she 

is not required in any other crime. 

Dictated and pronounced in the Open Court. 

 (Shahir S. Issani) 

Judicial Magistrate First Class, 

‘C’ Court, Panaji. 

*av 


